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DIABETIKA MULIA 14 (KOD ANTABLKARTA PERDUEK 15).Q: Can I ask a question about a pending citation? I have an upcoming deadline to submit an article. I have another deadline to submit a "Report" on
how my work fits into the larger scientific research. The write up for the article is almost complete, and I am wondering if there is a journal that would accept the article if I send it to them now. Would it be
acceptable to ask a question that is specific to the article? A: If you are asking about which journal to send your paper to, that sounds reasonable. If you are asking about which journal to submit your report to,
that sounds borderline inappropriate. If that's the case, you'll have to answer that yourself. I would suggest creating a meta post where you outline your report, and propose who you have told about it. But if
you're not asking about which journal to submit your paper, you could ask about how to locate a journal; that sounds to me like it's on topic. Q: Evaluating $ \int^{\sqrt2}_0 \ln(1+x^4) dx $ Evaluate $
\int^{\sqrt2}_0 \ln(1+x^4) dx $. I have made the following substitutions: $1 + x^4 = t, x^4 = t-1$, then $x^4dx = (t-1)dt \rightarrow dx = \frac{dt}{t-1}$ $\ln(1 + x^4)= \ln(1 + t -1) = \ln(t)$ I have no clue
what to do next though. A: You should go on like this: $$\int^{\sqrt2}_0 \ln(1+x^4) dx=\int^{\sqrt2}_0 \ln(t) dt=\ln(t)|^{\sq
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